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PUTTING A PLOUGH TO THE GROUND: A HISTORY OF TENANT PRODUCTION ON
THE VEREENIGING ESTATES, 1896-1920.
by. Stanley. TsuLpido
(Sammy Marks) did not bother anybody. After planting tUna
^ T S ^ * ««* —*• /ours was Just I looTaf ter
M u g o l w u 
£ Si"£ f S ^ • s Just I l oTaf ter
Ninety-year old Abraham Kbkale telling Kahlomola Stoane of Ufa on the
T e r w n i ^ Eatatea during hia adolescence. 21st October, I960.
Tranalatlon Tbamaanga Platela
e r w n i ^ Eatatea during hia
.
"aa soon aa a nattTe puta a plon^i Into the ground on any of our fazma
than he la a tenant and have to giv« ua half of the crop which ha reaps
froa 3uch land". . *^»4»
TAB. CO1S3/531O/O2, lat January 1903. I. H. Kbk, Eatatea Manager,
Verwsniging Hhtatea, to Inspector Satin Refugee Canp, Taaiboaciu
"Tfc Saa Karka and Hr. Xsaao Leirla...have developed mineral Health,
afforeated the banks of riTera, made golden seas of grain to ripple
over arid plains and caused smiling orchards to taka the place of
sandy vaatea". *
South Africa. 4th January, 1902.
"Sentiaant playa but a small part with business people, and tha
cheapeat market la the one they seel^ all else bed** eoual".
MS3 Selborne Paper Vol. 197 fol.195, 20th August, 1902.
Samuel Marks to Sir Thomas 3nart9 —**
I. Sitroduotlon
Tha paper concerning tenant production on the Vereeniging fetatea which
foUowa this pnublt, is extracted fron a larger study dealing with the
grow* of capitalism in the agricultural heartland of South Africa The
introduction summarisea my understanding of the way in which this'amall
but significant part of rural South Africa - farmed by the saall-holding.
share-tenant cultivators and paatorallsta of tha 7ere«niging Estates - waa
transformed by tha fore ©a of an all pervasive capitalism. Tha 7ereeniging
Estates - a group of twenty-two farma In tha southern ZAR and northern 073 —
belonged to the Lewis and Marks partnership* Initially established In
1886 aa De Zuid Akrikaansche en Orange 7riJ Staatache Kolen en Mlneralen
Yorceniging (The South African and Orange Free State Coal and Mineral
Company), It waa given new terna of association In 1697# The Company used
the Bstatea to create a succession of raining, manufacturing and agricultural
enterprises whose economic diversity waa typical of the firm* In the flrat
place, however, tha Estates grew out of a proclivity for land accumulation
which waa central to tha speculative nature of mining capital In South Africa*
This speculative urge accounted for tha fact that by 1900 almoat one fifth
of the total land area of the ZAR waa claimed by land companlea or absentee
landlords. For the moat part thla accumulation had a retrogressive effect
on tha development of capitalist agriculture and this for three related
reasons. Firstly, absentee owners, particularly those res id ant abroad, were
/•• concerned only with the possibility of windfall gains which these large
tracts of undeveloped land seemed to offer. Secondly, since mining land its
attendant speculative activities) and manufacturing enterprises made higher
Immediate returns, absentee landowners, were not going to Invest In
agriculture. This waa particulary so. since much land waa held by gold
mining interests. Thirdly, aa moat of tha shareholders In these land
companies were resident outside the Boer Republics, or concerned to
repatriate their profits, there waa little social or political pressure on
them to transform tha countryside in keeping with tha ideals, myths or self-
images of a rural bourgeoisie.
Tha Vereenlging Estates waa different to other South African land
companies because the Lewis and Marks partnership, and Sammy Marks In
particular, waa committed to seeking profits in every area In which capitalist
development made this possible. With their fortunes made In diamond mining1
and A\*mgnA marketing, Lewis and Marks entered into every poasible capitalist
enterprise which tha ZAR made feasible before and after tha discovery of gold
on the Vitwaterarand In 1886. Tha one exception waa Rand gold mining, at
least before 1902 although its holdings in tha Shaba mine at Barb era ton made
it tha first major Transvaal gold producing company. Even though tha Company
V was tha primary supplier of coal to the gold mines and the railways, it waa
not faced with tha same constraints to its profitability aa war* tha gold mine
owners of tha Rand* It waa able, therefore, to create an autonomy In Ita
manufacturing activities whose development waa not only welcomed by the
Afrikaaner bourgeoisie of the ZAR, but positively embraced* Sammy Harks and
his associates drew vary close to the leading figures In tha ruling class and
state of tha ZAR* So much so that Marks must be counted aa one of than*
This would have given Karka reason to have developed some of tha land
which he owned so that he might derive prestige from being a fanning landowner
rather than acquire the odium which went with being a land speculator* Tha
farms which formed tha Vereeniging Estates were his earliest land purchasea
in the ZAR and the OVS, The first acquisitions of land which later becama-
the Vereenlglng Estates were made In 1679, whereas the bulk of Marks' private
landholdinga (over 90 farms, most of then In the western Transvaal) were bought
after 1895. Karka waa additionally Involved in 1892 and 1893 in a syndicate
which took over land accumulated by Alois Hugo Nellmaplus and which under
Wernher-Beit leadership was formed Into the Transvaal Consolidated land and
Exploration Company* The 7ere«niging Estates farms, acquired because of
their coad holdings - thoaa already discovered aa wall aa those anticipated -
also offered tha beat opportunity to satisfy Marks' agricultural ambitiona*
( i t vaa also to be In thla pre-South African Wax period tha site for tha f irst
of many Industrie a, namely brick and pipe making). Tha opening of the
railway line, UniHwg Johannesburg to Bloemfontein and than to Cape Town,
and which, not fortuitously, crossed tha Estates, gave Harks and hid
managers acceaa to markets for their agricultural products. At leaat one
of theae markets Lewis and Karka had created themselves* Their diatillery
and glass and bottling plants at Eerate Fabrieken near Pretoria prorided 4
very large demand for grains and fruits, Johannesburg and ita satel l i te
towns could take al l tha food which tha Ebtatea might produce so long aa this
was cheaply priced* Squally tha Company's own «-tw4wg aotlvities on the
Estates promised local agriculture the poaalbllity of sailing much of tha food
which i t grew, Again this had to be qualified with tha proTiao that this be
cheaply produoed*
But bow could food be so cheaply produced that i t could meat tha
requirwnenta of a mining lndtustry whoa* profitability waa constrained by the
price of gold and at the same time compete In a market whoae prices were
determined by North American production? Neither large scale cheap labour nor
substantial inveatmenta of capital were available for agriculture* Such
supplies either of labour or of capital ware going to be drawn Into tha more
immediately profitable w^ w-twg and manufacturing enterprises. ( i t is well
known that in the 1890'a although some labour could, at a price, be recruited
by coercive meana, there waa no systematic coercion to keep It at work, not
even for the much more centralised M<«<wg industry,) But this labour and
capital shortage, common to tha agrarian society of much of tha sub-continent,
waa juxtaposed by a land surplus reflecting tha comparative weakness of an
enclave capitalism which had not yet successfully Inserted itself into the
several previous aocio-economio orders* A labour-shortage, land-surplus
political economy had prevailed in much of tha sub-continent since tha
of colonial settlement and this had resulted In a variety of land-
lord-tenant relationships. Their exact form waa everywhere different and
everywhere dependant on local power relationships. In tha southern ZAR and
northern OVS a share-tenancy cum share-cropping1 system waa already in
existence whan tha Vereeniging Estates came into being and ttie Company -
though i t sat up ita own production - took tha tenancy aystea for granted*
(This may have bean partly tha result of hablta In imping and manufacturing
where i t waa often tha case that employees either received a share of the
profits rather than wages or salary or they effectively subcontracted tasks
from their employers)* For tha Company and i t s white neighbours who
employed the tenancy system, i t had tha advantage of providing not only rent
and labour, both domestic and agricultural, but capital In tha foim of horaea,
oxen, ploughs, wagona and housing* It ensured that tha tenant family by
self-exploitation would produce food, part of It handed over aa rent, the
other part exchanged In the market place for commodities, the need for which
came Into being in tandem with the wider tranafoznationa that were taking
place in the region*
For Lewia and Marks the system offered not only substantial amounts of
rent and the possibility that seasonal labour could be recruited from their
tenants for the coalmlnea and other activities of the Estates but i t also
provided an alternative source of capital* In addition Karka expressed the
hope that these tenancies would disperse the Industrial labour force and
reduce i t s potential for unrest. In the event the Vereeniging Estates'
coalmines obtained only a <mail part of Its labour locally and this not
from tenants producing a surplus. At any one time about one hundred men
were drawn as wage labourers from the Estates' population but these were
not tenants, though they may have had the equivalent of an allotment for
growing a part of their own food. In addition they were single men and
i t may have been that in the l i f e cycle of the Estates' tenants some young
men — possibly sons and nephews — worked on the coalminoa before obtaining
a tenancy themselves. Nevertheless the Company did not succeed Iny p y ng
the tenants of the Estates play a significant part in their schema of labour
recruiting or of social control* St i l l , In this context Its success or
failure waa less Important than Its Initiator's intentions.
What waa more significant waa the faot that this schema - the
settling of 250 black families on twenty-two farms - should not hare run
into major legal obstacle*. Both the ZAR, the 073 and their post-wax
successor states, had specific legislation - the so-called
which denied landlords the right to settle more than fire families on a
ZAR farm, or more than fifteen on an 0\5 farm* But such was the political
and economic power of the Company, that i t waa able to get permission to
subvert legislation which was so dear to the majority of members of the
VoTWraada of both states and which populist agitation had so recently
succeeded in having restated in the statute books* Moreover, ^ *
permission, to circumvent the unrepealed anti-aqoattlng legislation waa
repeated after the war even when the political* though not the economic,
power of Lewis and Karks had waned*
Tfcia share-renting system waa not only affective in coping with
shortages of labour, but - i f evidence from the Estates la anything to go by -
i t waa, in this tlma, a more viable alternative to a capital intmsive
strategy* In 1904 J. A. Mclaxen, the South African agent of the steaa
plough manufactures, John Fowler * Co* of Leeds, became a tenant of the
Estate renting 2,000 acres* For ten years McLaren & Fowlers poured
money Into their tenancy in the hope of demonstrating the efficacy of
their products* In this period their productivity waa dramatically higher
than that of the other tenants. In 1910 McLaren reaped 40,000 bags of
grain and the remaining 240 share-tenants combined produced only 2%000 bags*
There w&a, aa a result, public praise for Mclaren's progressive methods and
the local magistrate urged the fanners of the district to follow his
example* Bunking officials, i t must ba said, had a batter eye for those
things than did magiatratea and the local clerk of the rival Standard Bank —
Mclaxen waa a customer of the national Bank - thought his methods wasteful*
And so they ware* The McLaren-Fowler enterprise lost large amounts of
money, £75,000, before the tenancy waa brought to an end* The time would
coma when enterprises such aa McLaren's would ba cushioned by state aid and
the individual capitalists would not have to carry the entire burden*
Than the share-tenant and the ahars-eropper'a time would be over* Btxt In
the 7eara leading up to the first world war, thla systaat of tenancy waa
at iU effective*
We need to make one last observation about the Lewis and Marks
Company's decision to develop the Vereeniging Eatatea* There can ba l i t t l e
doubt that in a society where power was held by a rural ruling class, much
prestige was to be gained from the related notions of progressive farming
and a gentrified way of l i f e . The steam engine which /arka acquired to
cope with the aftermath of rinderpest was for him a source of such wonder
that he could bring President Kruger and other notables from Pretoria to
the Eatatoa to view the latest development which the industrial vorld had
to offer. The progressive Image vaa undoubtedly furthered by the degree
of specialisation whidi the Company brought to its own, and sometimes to
its tenants* production* Managers and supervisors skilled/ amongat other
things, in forestexy (five million trees were planted on the Estate by
1910) , the growing of lucerne and the breeding of sheep, brought new trees,
new seed, new strains and better «Hmai B to the Estate. As a reault, in
1905, when the British Association held Its meetings In South Africa,
they chose to visit the Yereenlglng Estates. Lewis and Marks allowed
themselves the role of the southern hemisphere's Turnip Towns end. The
new progressive farmers were also the new gentry. Such game as survived
on the Estates was carefully protected and the right to shoot was given
only to those who could oount on the company's highest favours* In 1990
a bunt was arranged for lord Randolph Churchill and In the next twenty
years permission to shoot was given only once or twioe a year. Similarly
the Automobile Club was given a site on the Estates which it was allowed
to rent at a nominal charge* Finally, the manager's house on the
estate, Bedworth* gave notice that a now If corporate gentry was on the make.
n « Patting a Plonjdi to the Croond,*
With the very rapid emergence of Johannesburg In the last decade
of the nineteenth century a sizeable and demanding new market for foodstuff
was created* The owners of land in the districts straddling the central
reaches of the Vaal River quickly sought to realise the area's commercial
potential* This fazmland - within which the Veroeniging Estates fell -
was both under capitalised and short of labour* Thm landowners of these
districts were, therefore, anxious to attract a flow of newcomers to add
to such labourers and tenants as they already had. As a result
agriculturists drawn from recent black settlements In Lesotho and from
white farms of the eastern Orange Free State were encouraged to settle as
share croppers or labour tenants in the mid-Vaal region* Most of these
new settlers had suffered successive upheavals on the high plateau of the
South African interior both as a reault of the dificane and of the white
colonisation which took advantage of that cataclysm* The terms of
settlement offered these black agriculturists in the 1990'a and in the
years Immediately after the South African Vfar presented them vita the
possibility of recouping the losses of the previous half century* The
history of this recuperation an the Vereeniging Estates has been constructed
from the records of that Company, administrative papers of the state, and
newspapers* These sources have, however, been given an additional
pp ,
as a result of the interviews collected by the Oral History Project in
Johannesburg* This has brought to light the experiences of several
families who were settled on the Estate and in the wider region In the years
between 1896 and 1918, and who lived through the high drama of ftguni invasion,
white settlement and land alienation* These families, having been reduced
either to servile status or forced to become refugees* then found that their
ecanomio revival was marred by pestilence and war* This was followed by a
substantial but short lived post-war restoration, atort lived because as
landlords increased their wealth so tenants began to be seen as a break on
their further enrichment* Thus while a class of accumulating white farmers
was set on increasing their labour supply as well as their control of the
labouring classes, the seud^-autonomous status of tenancy caused much
resentment* What emerges, therefore, is that the peasants of the region,
whose economic history we are about to reconstruct, having rebuilt their
lives for the third or fourth time in just over h*i* a century, found that
they were no longer of any use to landlords whose own accumulation permitted
them a new form of productivity based on a more exploitative set of
relationships.
Aa va have suggested the majority of blade settlers on the
Vereeniging Eatatea - and very probably In the Vaal River region surrounding
it - were drawn from the recently established Kingdom of Lesotho and its
environs* At the same time we should remember that the Lesotho nation had
been moulded out of a good many dlaperate groups* Among theae were a
fragment of Kwena society whose original home waa alongside the
Magielieaberg Mountains In the Western Transvaal. Son* of theae Bakwena
fled to Lesotho before establishing thanaelvea on the Yereeniging Estates
at the end of the 19th century and It la from among their number that
recollections from three family histories have been acquired to extend
our understanding of our several documentary sources. Of these, the
interviews of Abraham Mokale who grew up on the Eatate fmm Vaalbank. and
undertaken by M. 3. Ntoane and than Thamaaanqa FlAtela. are the moat
Important, but we must add to these those undertaken by Tet Matsetela
In which ha recorded the hiatoriea of the Molefe and Hpahe-Holope families
with their connections with the Driefontein f a m and which form the baala
of his published article and his dissertation. Aa ve night expect these
Interviews - and the extracts which appear in the Matsetela essays - show
that the disruption of the early and mid-nineteenth affected different members
of Kvena society In different ways and that there were different paths which
led to the same ultimata destination* namely ahara cropping on the Vereening
Eatatea. Thus the Molefeaand the Molopea.according to their traditions,
fled the Magalieaburg In the wake of HzUikasi's Kdebele army and
Immediately settled in Lesotho. On the other hand Abraham Mokale1 a grand-
father Tloale. who waa born In that part of the Magalieaburg known aa
ttaanetsi* was, aa his grandson recalled, held In a a erf-like relationship
by a white farmer known to his tenant-labourers aa Maapere. This unfree
connection aeeoa to have been required of thaaa Mokalea by their chief
fomogale who waa himself reduced to being a vassal of the Boers aa a result
of their occupation of the Western Transvaal. After a long and arduous
journey on foot the Mokalea crossed into Lesotho In the middle of a winter
whose cold waa long remembered by a low—land people for whom such weather
waa a new and frightening experience. Although the fleeing Kvena were -
according to the tradition reported by Abraham Mokale aora than a century
later - given a site to establish a village it appears that they were leas than
comfortable under the new political orerlordship now established in Lesotho.
Kra. Qaelia Pooe> vho had been Qaalla Molefe. 1 B reported to have said* in
the translation provided by her Interviewer* that her grandparents ware- 'afraid
of the ethnio discrimination in the emerging South—Sotho nation* and that
they therefore 'opted to relinquish their Rgwato-Kwena origin1. Tensions
taking this form sees to have manifested themselves and probably because of
then many of the Arena settlers were to become Sotho-apealdng and thus their
descendants have reninad even when, in the last quarter of the twentieth
century, they were* as a result of state policy, resettled In the Kwena
heartland. Whether it waa the weight of political oppression or the fact
that they could not support themselves in Lesotho because the arable land
to which they had access was not sufficient for them, and because their
new situation offered no vay of recouping their stock looses, the long term
result of the Kwena exodus appears to have been a widespread resettlement on
white-owned farms in the Orange Free State. 1
Qaelia Molefa's father and mother were born in Lesotho - her father
in 1053 and her mother In 1662 - but her paternal grandfather found it necessary
to move to a farm In the Caledon district sometime between 1650 and I860*
Whan flpVH* Molefe waa born in 1882 her parents were labourers or labour
tenants on the farm Slagfonteln which waa to the south of Heilbron. Between
that data and 1897 they moved twice before they settled on the farm Zaaiplaas
to the west of Heilbron. Two events appear to have made the move to
Zaaiplaaa memorable to the young Qnelia* Firstly the move took place soon
after the rinderpest plague had struck and secondly it was on Zaaaiplae.3
that her father Rankwane Molefe* first became a sharecropper. In spite of
the fact that rinderpest **"* destroyed much of his stock, Rankvane was able
to plough hia fielda partly by borrowing cattle from his neighbours (and
his ability to train »TI<HU>1II may have helped In getting them lent to him)
and partly by inapanning cows. After what Mrs. Fooe called a 'sharing
ceremony' (and of this more anon) her father's first harvest as a share
cropper left him In 1897 with forty-five bags of maixe and an unspecified
but unremarkable quantity of sorghum* The following year was a diaaateroua
one for the Mo lei a family. A drought was followed by a plague of red
locusts. As a result, the Molefea had no harvest and the young Hi©lla
and her mother trekked across country to the Rustenburg district In the
western Transvaal where they stayed with her mother's a is tar. Here the
harvest was good and when it was reaped her aunt gave her ten bags of sorghum*
The Mokale family experience was not dissimilar* The settlement
in Lesotho failed to provide them with a permanent subsistence and like other
Kwena, they had sought their living In the Orange Fre# State. Tloaele
Mokale entered the service of an Afrikaner farmer in the Llndley district
remembered as Weasels. In return for the right to live on the whit*
farmers1 land with his family and his stock, Tloaele Mokale was required
to work for Weasels for three months of the year. He shared this labour
with three other men who had also families and stock with thorn* The
Mokalea lived on Weasel's farm for a considerable period during which time
six children* Including Abraham Mokaldb father Andries, were born. The
young Andries was married on the Weasels farm and It was here that Abraham
Mokale was born. These years are remembered as reasonably good ones and
they are recalled as a time whan sheep* cattle and particularly horses were
accumulated. Weasel's farm* according to Abraham fokale* allowed his
grandfather very little arable as distinct from pasture land and this made
it difficult for the Mokalea to maintain their horses for which they had to
grow feed* Thus, when the news came that the owners of the 7ereeniging
Estates were seeking share cropping tenants* Tloaele Mokale accepted with
alacrity. The reason for this was possibly to be found In the report of
the Johannesburg Star which claimed* in 1903* that the Estates' black
tenants were not only 'allowed as much land as they pleased' but that they
could 'cultivate it in their own way* and 'according to their own ideas'*
Abraham Mokale *s recollection would seem to confirm this report.
"Mnangolwana (Sammy Marks or one of Mff managers) did not bother
anybody. After planting time, you did not hare anything to
worry about* yours was just to look after the crop In the field*
He would never come and worry you. After harvest he would com*
and you would give him his share and he would not burden you with
anything". ^
Rinderpest atruck very shortly after the Mokalea took up residence
on the Estate and we know that cattle losses ware suffered there as
elsewhere* It was* after all* Immediately after the rinderpest devastations
that Sammy Marks acquired the first steam engine for the Qitate. the steam
engine which Marks dononatrated to Kruger and other Afrikaner notables.
The Mokalee seem to have been less affected by rinderpest than many others
and the family still had two of its three teams in operation In 1897* At
the same time, even if Andrlea Mokale could not raise a team of oxen* he
was able to do his ploughing with horses* for the three adult men had come
to the Estates from the Weasels farm with ten horses each. In spite of
rinderpest the year 1897 was not & bad one for the tenants of the Efetate.
It saw 114 African tenants produce 12,000 bags of grain, an average of
eighty bags each« The next year the combined production remained at
12,000 bags for all the African tenants but their number had increased to
140* At sixty-nine bags per tenant, production was, therefore, down.
It may, however, have been that the drought and the locusts, to which Mrs*
Pooe referred, rather than rinderpest, were the cause of this decline*
Nevertheless, these two harvests promised much and - as we whaii see -
with the Company providing loans which permitted the purchase of cattle,
seed and ploughs, much could be hoped far in the years ahead. *
Instead, the coming of the South African War brought destruction,
chaos and even death for many families on the now settlement. Boer force*
ranged across the farms of the Estate conscripting men where they could,
comoandeerlng oattle and horses, raiding grain stores and in the process
destroying the dwellings which families had built. The Incoming British
Army, partly, it waa said, for their safety and partly to prevent then
from assisting Boer forces, chose to concentrate parts of the rural black
population In protected and restricted settlements as it was to do with
the rural Afrikaner civil Inn population and ifaoae original function gave its
name to one of the horrors of the twentieth century, the concentration camp.
It was, of course, not part of that function to decimate the inhabitants
of the camp but the Incompetence of the military who established these over-
crowded bivouacs must be held responsible for the appall Ing death rate.
The Afrikaner Roman's Memorial records some 28,000 white lives lost but,
even without a nationalist account, British sources reported Just over
14,000 African deaths in the camps - a figure which takes no account of
deaths In earlier months for which period there la no record. While the
death rate among Afrikaners reached the astonishingly high figure of 736 per
thousand In October 1901, even this was overtaken by the 436 deaths per
thousand among Africans In the O.R.C, camps la December 1901. In the
Transvaal camps the African death rate was 320 per thousand. Of these
31$ were children and most deaths were caused by epidemics of chicken-pox,
measles and dyssntry. In addition It should be noted that once the
problem was comprehended the authorities spent far more money in improving
conditions in the Afrikaner camps fo*" they were to do In those which held
Africans. Moreover, it waa expected that African refugees should grow
their own food and provide labour, not only for the army but for the gold
mines which in 1900 had temporarily lent part of their remaining labour force
to the military. It la Intriguing to note tile different place occupied
by the camps in Afrikaner and African political symbolism. In the former
case the very real angniwh which these caused became an essential part of the
weft of a nationalist movement* For Africans, on the other hand, the
experience was to leave behind an introverted quietism which suggests very
strongly that such experiences In themselves are insufficient to generate a
popullat anger. 5
Different families fared differently during the war. The Mokalea
and Kolefea both saw their men conscripted and forced to serve with the Boers
as ag-ter-ryera. They acted as grooms, maintaining horses not Immediately
being used by the mobile fighting units but always moving with them as they
roamed the countryside. While the brothers Andrles and Isaac Mokale
survived the war, their father Toaele did not. The Mokmlea and the Molefes
lost all their cattle, sheep and horses early In the war, the MokaJ.es to a
marauding commando, the Molefes to British troops as they rounded the family
up before moving them to a concentration camp. The Molo pes on the other
hand, like some others, were to hand their cattle to a iH^gwn who waa to
move them to safe keeping In Lesotho. The women and children in all three
families were to be placed in various camps, the Mokales at Taaibos, the
Molefea at Vredefort and the Mo lopes at Kroonatad. Dinah Molepe, as she
was, recalled that her youngor brothers and sisters who had entered the
camp with her had died of 'natural causes1. Abraham Mokale, who waa nine
years old when the war began, recalled the camp with some equanimity since
he had retained his childhood perception of events In which a need to beg
for food was transformed into a prank. Re remembered running alongside
the British troop train which passed through their camp shouting 'koeklea,
koeklea9 beef, toekiea'. The soldiers, he recalled, threw tins of beef down
to them. Others had leaa cheerful memories, Onelia Molefe, who thought
of the camp as her first experience of 'location (that is town) life1,
remembered that they ate a porridge made of a malse which had previously
been thought of as an animal feed. Partly to cope with malnutrition
in the camp* the British administration began to organise the growing of
food by the inhabitants. In this process the 7ereeniging Estates farms
played a considerable part. Those Mokalas vfao were held, had taken tiieir
ploughs with them into a camp on the farm Taaiboa, but it Is from another ot
the Estates farms, Zandfontein, also used as a camp, that we got some idea
both of the scope of the Interned tenants' production and of the Company's
unrelenting attitude to its sources of rent. In 1902, the laat year of
the war, the tenants on Zandfonteln grew 1,628 baga of maize. T M ? waa
much higher than the 628 bags grown on the same farm In 1900, also a war
year, but It waa also better than the 1,478 baga (U67 bags of maize, 271
of sorghum) harvested there In 1905* The higher yields may have been the
result of the Inmates not being allowed to eat greoa mealieo (the maize in
growth) by the camp administration, a prohibition which the elderly Mrs* Pooe
seema to have recalled with some of her original amaxeacEit. As for the
Company it knew what its rights were when it came to crops grown on Its
farms. Aa the Estate Manager I, M. Kbk wrote to the Native Refugee Department,
"we do not went any rent from your department for the use of our
farm Zandfantien aa a Kative Refugee Camp but we certainly want
half of the 1628 baga Mealies which was reaped by your department
from our Mealia fields sown and ploughed on Zandfonteln by our
Tenants, as soon aa a native puts a plough Into the ground on
any of our farms of which he la a tenant and hare to give us half
of the crop which he reaps from such land", 6
The camps were remembered for the disruption which they brought
to family life but for some worse was to come whan the war was over. thus
the young Dinab-Hpae-Kolefe and her mother emerged from a 'war location'
In which brothers and slaters and children had been lost and their homee
had become a ruin. Seeking out relatives they found these 'flat on the
ground and so ill aa to scare anyone away1. They were,, she remembered,
•aa grey as ashes'. It was Seiffloeripane. Snail pox. '
For the Hokales the end of the war saw a return to Vaalbank without
cattle, horaea or seed, but loans from the Company ware to help make It
possible for toe family to return to ahareciopping. For the Molefe family,
aa well aa the brothers David, Salthlel and Naphtall Pooe (the latter waa
to marry Ehella Molefe in 1905 and all three man appear in the Estates
Census for that year) the war provided the opportunity to earn money and it
was claimed that this extra cash made possible their return to share cropping.
But not every African peasant on the Estates or In the region for that
matter * had the resources to become a sharecropper. Without stock, ploughs,
sufficient family labour or apparently savings to buy these commodities,
peasants were reduced to labour tenants on white farms or part-time miners
on the Estates coal mines or on the Johannesburg gold mines. As Abraham
Mokale reported, if a tenant failed to produce anything then he 'was supposed
to send out one of hla family members to go and work for Mcngoloana in the
place of a crop*. It was from among the labour tenants
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that the Pooea acquired additional hands for their own production during
crucial point a of the agricultural cycle and Gaelia Molefe-Fooe remembered
beer and fresh mutton being served to work parties. Nevertheleaa, the
baalo unit of production on the Vereeniging Estates was the family. Q
The fami 1 lea on the Eatatea were for the moat part nonogomoua
but whether thla vaa becauae of the economic conditions of theae houaeholda9
or becauae of a widespread adoption of Christianity ia difficult to tell
from the slender evidence and of courae the lasuea of cause and effect would
become more complex If the evidence were denser. There were polygamous
households on the Batatas but they were a small minority of the total in the
yeara for which we hare reliable figures, 1903 and 1905* In 1903 there
were sixteen households with two wives and a seventeenth was added in 1905*
In thla period there seena to hare been no correlation between the productivity
of a household and the presence of a second wife* On the other hand one
of the moat prosperous households on the Estates, living on the fant
Zandfontelnff was headed by a polygamlst listed simply as Jonas by the white
Batatea Manager. In 1905 J6naat with his two wives, had twenty oxen,
sixteen cows, fifty sheep, a waggon, three ploughs, and harvested 248
bags of maize. Wives and children, it should be said, were listed by the
Company alongside draught animals, sheep, carts, waggons, ploughs, and
bags of grain as part of the tenants* property. Similarly, on the farm
Rietfonteln, where the tenant Sagana was registered as having two wives, a
productive and prosperous peasant household was to be found. With eight
oxen, sixteen cows, eighty-five sheep, a waggon and a cart, a single two
furrow plough and a 1905 harvest which enabled him to reap 105 bags
of maise, Sagana was one of the more well-to-do tenants. On the other hand
Rietfonteln was also the home of the tenant Springkan who had two wives
and three children, but he could only claim one ox, two cows, a harvest of
nineteen bags of maise and two of sorghuB and was one of the lees well off
residents on the Estates. Sprlngkan did, however, have a waggon which
may have permitted him a non-agricultural Income but not one which required the
labour of an extra wife. There were other households with two wives which
appeared neither to have produced a commercial crop nor to have run a aiaeable
number of animals. At the same time it should be said that none of the
tenants on the farm 7aalbank - the moat productive of the Eatatea ORC grain
farms had more than one wife. 9
It may be that because the Estates' tenants had only recently-
settled Its lands, most of the men were too young to have accumulated the
wealth needed for a second wife. Or where there was a second wife she
had only recently Joined the household and its combined labours had not yet
resulted In an Increase In productivity. But, as important, if not more
important than the labour which second wives brought to tha household, were
the children which they bore. In spita of the war the number of children
In each household vaa just over four In 1903 and Just under five two years
later. Toaele Kokmle may have been exceptional In having adult children
with M B when ha began farming on Vaalbank before the war, but their adult
status, the fact that they had children of their own did not reduce their
obligation to work for their father.
"These people" said Abraham Mokale referring to his uncle and father,
"the way I see it now, they were still under my grandfather.
Even whatever they did by way of farming, they had to plough
his land first."
"Did he also work?" (i.e. your grandfather?)
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"Yea he did although moat of the tine he was their head. His
duty was only to look after the cattle, sheep and lamba at home
and generally to give Instruct Ions",
If there vexe psychological tlea which bound these adult men to
do as their father instructed then, there were also material benefits to
be got from accepting his authority* Again, Abraham ffokale reported:
"At the beginning of each year he would brand-mark all the expectant
cows for one of his sons. Bran if they were eight in number. A H
the calves would belong to that one that year* If some of the cows
were weak, say four of then and the other ones cows hare calves, he
would take some from the latter owner to make up the number for
the first one for that year* It was a nice living, "1°
In tha first year after the end of the war the number of households
listed as tenants of the Estates had risen dramatically from 150 in 1898 to
240 at the end of 1903* It ia probably* however, that a large part of thia
increase was made up of households where the adult males were predominantly
coalmlners with the equivalent of an allotment although It ia possible
that some of these men were to acquire the resources to become agriculturists
in the next few years* There were, in addition* 25 white tenants also
farming on half shares* In 1904 the combined grain production of black and
white tenants was up from 12,000 bags in 1898 to 21.000 bags* With tha
black tenants sowing an average of 2 bags of seed per household and the
whites 5# but with the white tenants ploughing twice as much land, we may
estimate - assuming the fertility of the soil* precipitation and sources
of irrigation being much the same* as we know implements and sources of
(animal driven) power ware - that the total black production was 16.600 bags
and that produced by the white share croppers 4200 bags* On the basis of
these figures tha average production per black household waa 70 bags* and
that of the white households 175*** The Company then claimed half tha crop
which tha tenants harvested as Its rent* How the landlord's share of tha
rent was arrived at is difficult to establish. Tet Kataltela *MTIVM
that there was so much interest In the slse of the harvest and curiosity
about the amount that had to be shared that those who came to witness the
landlord taking his rent unwittingly created a sharing ceremony* Thm argument
would appear to be that because these witnesses were neighbours they vere famili
with the amount which had been grown* and were able to judge whether tha
landlords claim were legitimate or not* This rather idyllic and somewhat
ftmctional Interpretation la belled by tha tension which Thomas FLatela
captured when he questioned Abraham Mokala on +*•*« subject* From frJH.ff
interview we get a sense of unease and menace which Infused the division
of the harvest between landlord and tenant* Abraham Mokale recalled tha
visit of the Estates' foreman* known to tha tenants as Tlthapdeng1 (pray for
me).
"We called him (Nthapdeng) because he used to come on a cart
pulled by four horses and we would take off our hats when ha
came to us. Without talking he would start w H r ! ^ Hangoloana'a
bags. lie had a boy with him who was holding the paint bucket
*• In 1903 white tenants ploughed 1/5 of tha area ploughed by blacka. i.e.
l/5 of 21,000 bags = 4.200 bags.
At the same time 240 black tenants sowed 2 baga of seed each* i.e. 480 bags
24 white tenants sowed 5 bags of seed each. i.e. 120 bags
600 bags
H J J 1 21.000 = 16, 800 baga % ^
 x 21.000 = 4,200 bags
Number of bags per black household 16,800 3 70 bags
240
ttanber of baaa Der white household 4200 - 17*>
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for him.
He vaa a cruel man or what?
He vaa a cruel man because whenever he case he would ask* "Hoe
veel sake la hierao?" ("How many bags are there?*1)
You were expected to be quick and accurate in answering*
If you gave a wrong number he would penalise you by marking an
extra bag for Mangoloana which meant that you would have to
fight to get him to unatamp that bag1*. **
It seems very likely that not all the tenant's production would
have been shared with the landlord and we oust assume that where possible
tenants held back a part of their harvest. Ve have already seen that
Qnelia Molefe-Pooe thought it natural for 'green mealies' to be eaten
while the crop was growing. The exact distribution of the crop between
landlord and tenant must have been a source of resentment In other ways.
On one occasion that we know of In 1906, the tenants having harvested both
malse and sorghum, the Estates Manager chose to take the Company's rent
very largely In the higher priced sorghtau Some of the tenants were so
dissatisfied with this division of the crops that they gave notice of their
intention to leave their land. As a result the Company's board aakad the
Manager to use his discretion when taking his half share of the crop and In
'order to meet the objections of the native tenants' he was advised to
accept a larger proportion of malxe than the higher paying aorghtau *2
The 80 bags reaped in 1997, the 69 the next year and the 70 bags
In 1903, compare well with the yield which Abraham Kokale thought reasonable.
"If there waa no hoeing alone that year, it would be up to
eighty baga per man. When I say no hoeing I mean that
only a harrow would be used to break the clods and for i waiving
the uprooted weeda and grass when ploughing waa done. After
this only a hand plough would be used. •• .when there was hoeing
we used to get more "
- In 1909 Isaao Mokale, Abraham's uncle, farming on 7aalbank,
managed to produce only 49 bags of malse and six bags of aorgfaun, but hia
father Andries more than made up for this by harvesting 128 bags of maize
and 38 bags of sorghum. On Drlefonteln David Pooe and his three brothers
produced 98 bags of maiae and 42 of sorghm in 1905, but their unole Eseau
Pooe, who also farmed on Vaalbank, harvested 194 bags of malse, while
Jermlah Pooe, on the same farm reaped 208 bags* The highest average yield
reported In the 1905 faim register was the 132 bags of B A I M per household
grown on the farm Vaalbank. In fact three quarters of the grain produced
by the Orange River Colors fans of the Estate in 1905 was grown on only
six of its fourteen farms. Production on these farms vaa aa follows t
TABIE I 1 5
PRODUCTION ON ORC FARMS
Number of Bags of maize Bags of sorghum ay. yjelc
houaanoiaa grown grown of grain
Rietfontein 14 619 71 49
Bankfonteln 17 863 225 64
Maccauvlel 14 693 77 55
Zandfontein 15 U 6 7 271 96
Vaalbank 14 1307 148 132
Drlefontein 12 801 129 77
Averages, we have already said, are misleading. On Zandfantein
for example, where a total of 1167 bags of maiae were grown b7 fifteen
tenants, average production waa 77.8 bags. But the figures recorded for
each household read 86, 62, 21, 66, 57, 58, 82, 60, 110, 112, 80, 54, 62,
248 (by a tenant listed as Jonaa) and 29 bags. The 248 bags grown *y Jonaa
compares vwcy favourably with the production of the most successful of the
white smallholder tenants. Only I. M, Kbk, the Efctatea Manager, who had
a tenancy of his own on Rietfontein and grew 455 baga In 1905, and Georn
Ridge with 328 baga had a larger yield than Jonaa. Leas than half of the
29 white tenants listed on the Estates ORC farma In that year had grown
any mala* at all and Kbk and Ridge nrpduoed almoat half of tha 1,736 bags
harvested by this group of tenants, 16
uniformly effective
Tenant's Name
Eaeau Pooe
Stefan Marugu
Andriea Mokale
Isaac Mbkala
Petrua Sararo
Iamael Serero
Jerslah Pooe
Joseph ?
Lokaa Mora
Salmon Kwaperi?
FTH»Ji ?
aa maixa cultivators.
TABLE I
PRODUCTION ON
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VAALBAHX
Maize, Sorflhun
Harvested
194
124
49
128
64
82
206
no
126
122
100
3
17
6
38
6
-
-
6
28
19
25
03M 1906 harvest resulted In the Company receiving at least 14,000
bags of grain aa rent frca its tenants. Tenant production (or at least that
part of it which waa monitored) waa up to 28,000 bags. Evan If we allow
for an increase In the white tananta1 production froa one fifth to ana
quarter (and their 1905 ORC harvest does not auggeat that this should be so)
the African tananta probably harvested 21,000 baga, aa increase on the 1903
figure of 4,500 baga. D » average yield per household In 1906 wma &? bags.
In 1906 the small holder harvest waa about 27,000 baga with the Company
receiving 13,646 baga aa ita share. Again, it la probably that the African
tananta accounted for three quartera of the crop, approximately 20,500 baga
with a similar average yield of 85 baga If the tenant population remained
constant. 1S
Production would seem to have dropped substantially In 1909 and
the small holder tenants were reduced to a harvest of 21,000 bags that year.
Production recovered slightly in 1910 to just over 24,000 baga, the Company's
rent being recorded aa 12,108 baga. In 1911 production rose again and stood
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at 33,000 bags vlth the Company recording ita ahara at 16,540 bags.
Significantly tha Company's own productian - recorded for the first time -
was a mera 1,775 bags. After 1911 the Company's minute books, as wall as
other sources, become lass helpful about the slsa of the harvest. In 1912
the Company sold 12,743 bags of malsa and It seams reasonable to assume a
tenant production of at least 20,000 bags of maize. Tha only other figures
ve have are for 1917 when tha Company reported receiving 23,565 bags, tha
highest rant recorded thus far. By that date, however, tha African tenants
ware probably paying two thirds of their crop as rent and we do not have
any sense of tha part played by white tenants In tha Batatas production*
This makes It virtually impossible to estimate tha production of the two
sets of small holders In tha years when share-cropping among tha black
peasants had become Illegal but was at H I continued. °
In tha months Immediately after tha wax tha Kokale brothers returned
to Vaalbank. They were close to destitution, their father dead, their
stock destroyed and - because they had baan forced to serve with Boar
comnandoaa - without even tha saall savings accumulated by those in tha
camps who had work Imposed upon than by tha native Refugee Department or
by tha military. But, as tenants of tha Yereenlglng Estates they had
one advantage, they wars able to acquire a Company loan.
"...at that time Mangolwana came back (Abrahaa Mokale reported)
with a lot of cattle and started distributing thea to tenants.
Sa was actually borrowing thea so that they could have a span
to plough with* Ha gave tan to each of my father and uncle".
Both before and after tha war tha Company found It necessary to
landworkLng capital to its tenants, both black and white. At tha and of
1903tenants had baan lent £8,3O5»13a.ld. of which £6,720 was In advances
for cattle. White tenants received £2,032, an average of £86,10a. a
tenant and tha black tenants £4,688 or £19 for each household. Of the
remaining monies still outstanding in 1903, £606 was lent for the purchase
of ploughs and £978 for seed. The suspicion that wa might find some
variation of debt bandage is unjustified in this instance and nor do we
have any idea of any other forma of dependence which these loans may have
created, although wa must assume that some subtle forms of dependence existed.
Tha Company's primary intention In granting loans does seam to have been to
increase tha productive capacity of these small cultivators and 3tock farmers.
Between 1898 and 1902 cattle valued at £3,630.15s. were sold to the Estates
tenants, both black and white, all with loans from the Company. 2* In August
and September 1903 cattle worth a further £3,700.17a« ware sold to tenants
with Company loans*22 In tha same period tenants repaid £2,092 on their
cattle loans. In October 1904 wnan tha cattle loans ware reviewed by tha
Company's board 28 tenants were shown to have failed to reduce their debts
In any way* Of those, four - 'Native1 August who ovad £14.0.0.,
J. N. 7. anlt owing £40.0.0,, Michael Salt whose debt was £50.0.0. and
•Native' Willaa owing £36.0.0. - had repaid nothing since 1398. A further
four debtors - 'Native' Paulua and 'Native' Hartinus owed £32.0.0. each
while 'Native* Abraa owed £48.0.0. and Villam Bool £16.0.0. - had failed
to repay any of their loans since 1900. In addition nineteen tenants
who had been given loans in 1902 had, two years later, made no repayments. 23
Furthermore, £724 on ploughs and £619 on aeed were still owed to the
Company. At tha end of 1904 there was some anxiety about these debts
not having been repaid and they were, therefore, discussed at successive
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board meetings of tha Company.* it was agreed that tha arrangements for
tha provision of credit vara not satisfactory and that thasa should be
revised.*^ In January 1905 tha debts in the tenant'a loan account stood
at £7,612 and by Hay of tha same year this had only been reduced by £185
In spite of tha activities of tha Estates Manager*26 In order that tha
debta might be reduced further tha Estates Manager was empowered by tha
Hoard to accept grain froa the tenants.2' However, by February 1906
shareholders vara being given tha assurance that advances 'made to
natives and other tenants (vara) against security1.28 In 1906 tha Estates
:ianagar was again given permission to accept grain froa tenants* Whatever
the terms of trade, and va must assume that tha Company used its superior
bargaining position to order thaaa to lta ovn advantage, African tenants
undoubtedly benefit ted from thaaa loan arrangements. If only because by
1906 their cattle numbers had increased to such an extant that Marks
proposed something ba dona to limit tha cattle numbers hald by African
tenants. At that point ha recommended that they ba made to pay a
graslng fee*29 In its iaoadiate task of reducing tha stock debt, tha
Company appears to have been mora successful and by 1909 tha total owed
had bean reduced to a.,655.-50 At this Juncture tha Company produced an
alternative strategy In an attempt to eliminate tha debt mora completely
and at tha sama time to retain its advantage with its tenants who still
needed tha use of cattle* After setting tha value of lta outstanding stock
debt at £1.245* It nov reclaimed cattle to this amount froa lta tenants and
then returned than to their previous owners uho vara nov required to repay
a h*T^ share of tha Increase* 51
Tha original loans had permitted the Estates' white tenants
to buy - at £14 an animal - an average of six head of cattle each, while
tha African tenants purchased, on average. Just over one Animal pax
household. This figure was slightly higher for tha Transvaal farms at Just
over two and slightly lass in tha ORC at Just under 1. Between 1903 and
1905 In tha two years between registers being taken on tha ORC farms of tha
Estate, tha number of cattle rose from 1.9 to 4.5 1 B aach household. 32
Averages, va must again stress, disguise a great deal and the actual
distribution of ozan among tenants of tha Estate makes some limited
statement about tha variations in productive capacities which vara to ba
found there. Take tha faza Drlafontaln where David Fooa and his brothers
were tenants in 1905. Tha farm as a whole had an average of 4.4 oxen (and
a similar number of cows), owned by each tenant, bat the aotual distribution
read 1,1^20,2,1,1,8,3 (tha latter number recorded in tha name of David Pooe)
6 and 8 . ^ Among those listed as having 1 ox vaa WUlea Bool who between
1900 and 1904 owed tha Company £16 on him cattle loan.34 Tha farm Rietfontein
had an even lover average number of oxas par household, namely 3, and this was
balov tha averaga for tha ORC farms as a whole. Even so distribution vaa
again uneven and six of lta households had no oxan at all. Tha remaining
eight tenants owned 3*7,19,4,6,8,3 and 1 respectively. On Kaccouvlai*
which had an averaga of five oxan per household, there vara two households
with none at all. bttt again tha distribution among tha remaining twelve
households was uneven. Tha Maocotcvlai householders had respectively
5*3,8,6,4,24,5,8,2,3,2 and 7 oxen. On Vaalbank, tha fax* with tha highest
grain production in 1905. tha averaga number of oxan hald vaa 7 but tha
distribution. 9,7,6,8,2,11,14,6 and 9, was unequal. Andrlea Kokale with
6 oxan (and 3 cows) and Isaac Mokala with 8 oxen (and 4 cows) together
possessed fewer animals than they had together with their father whan they
had arrived on tha Estates before tha South African War. This was in
spita of tha fact that they had takan advantage of the Company's schema
for restocking tha Estates after tha war, 35
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Tenant'a Nam©
Eseau Pooe
Stefan Maruga
Andriea Mokale
Iaaao Kokale
Petroa Serero
Ismael Serexo
Jermiah Fooe
Joseph?
Iwcaa More
Salmon Kwaperi?
BUM
STOCK
Oxen
9
7
6
8
2
—
11
6
14
6
9
TABLE IH 3b
:EELD BY TEHAHTS ON VAALBANK
1
2
3
4
7
—
14
1
13
6
5
Ihcreaaed production In grain depended not only on maintaining
or increasing the number of draught animals, but aa our evidence seema to
suggest, It also depended on changing and Improving the equipaant used for
ploughing fields and sowing1 seeds* Settling on the faraa of the Estates
meant a considerable change In production methods for most tenants* Hie
itokales had used wooden ploughs on the tfesaells1 faro. Aa- the incredulous
Andrles Ifokale reported 'even Its parts were made of wood1*^ The Mokalea
had taken a wooden plough with them into the wartime camps - FYnelia Pooe _g
recalled wartime cultivation being undertaken with hoes and with bare hands -
which suggests that the family only acquired ita metal implements In the post-
war period* In 1905 Andriea and Isaac- Mokale each had a two-share plough*
Aa early as 1894, however, there were reports of 120 iron ploughs on the
Vereenlging Estates and not surprisingly at least one informant claimed
that it vaa Mangolvane who was responsible for Introducing modern ploughs
into the region,?^ Abraham Mokale's testimony shows how rapidly the process
of technical change took place and suggeata that this transformed the
capabilities of these tenant farmers.
"When you are ploughing for the first time In your life you
usually do not have the experience of a fanner. Aa time goes
on one gathers more wTrfPw In fanning* Ye started when we
were still using the hand plough pulled by a span of oxen with
one person leading the span* As tin* went on that plough
was no more used* The new plough did not need a person to hold
It In position* One had only to let It stand at the beginning
of the furrow and let it stand on its own*1* 40
The Company* we hare already noted* lent ovex £600 for the purchase
of ploughs* But *Mn was a comparatively small sum and the Tenants' Census
of 1903 shows that the number of ploughs held by each tenant was small*
In that year the white tenants on the Estate had 47 ploughs (10 one share*
37 two share, 87 shares in all) and the black tenants 172 (66 one share* 66
two share* a combined total of 258 shares)* The black tenants had between
then 98 ploughs on Transvaal farms (50 one share* 48 two share* 146 shares
between them) and 74 on the ORC farms (36 one share* 38 two share, a total
of 112 shares) which meant that African tenants on the Estate* had on average*
fever than one plough per household* i.e. 0:88 on Transvaal farms and 0*57
on ORC farms. This state of affairs vaa only achieved after the Company had
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lent an average of £U.6s.8d. to its white tenants and an average of
•Cl.73.0d. to Its black tenants, although Individual African tenant a vould
certainly have received more.4* Two years later the black tenants on the
ORC farms had Increased the number of ploughs they owned by 38 to 112
(o«9 of a plough per household). More significantly, on the 6 productive
farms there were 91 ploughs to the 83 tenant households* At the same
time tha white tenants on the ORC faxms Increased the number of ploughs they
held from 25 to 32* Theae increases still left some of the households on
this part of the Estates without ploughs of their own although there were
also thoae with more than one. Of the white tenants five had three or nor*
ploughs and this was largely reflected in their production. E. T« Ferreira
on Rietfontein had five ploughs and thirty-nine oxen and produced 279 bags
of maiae bat it should alao be noted that the Ferreira household could call
on the labour of seven adult male members of tha family* X. H. Kok, tha
Estates Manager, harvested 455 bags of maisa on his own tenancy on Rietfontein
and tola ha did with tha use of three ploughs. According to the census. Kok
had no oxen of his own bat owned forty cows* Rautenbach on Bankfontein with
a harvest of 209 bags and Ridge with 328* each had three ploughs and each
owned sixteen oxen* Bat implements and draught •"•*"*'*• were not of
themselves suffloient. The tenant da Kleric* alao of Bankfontein could
only produce seventy-two bags of maize in 1905 even though he had three
ploughs and 100 oxen* On tha other hand Jonas an tha farm Zandfonteln*
who. in 1905. waa tha Estates' most successful African cultivator with tha
248 bags of maiae which he reaped* had three ploughs, as did Stefana Maregu
whose VaM.hanV harvest included 124 bags of maiae and 17 of sorghum. By
contrast there were the Serero brothers on Vaalbank who between them produced
150 bags of corn without apparently owning ploughs or oxen* Of tha six ORG
farms with substantial yields Rietfontein had ten plougha for fourteen householda.
Bankfontein tw«nty-three for seventeen* Kaccatxvlel eighteen for fourteen,
Vaalbank thirteen for eleven* Drlefonteln THTM^ fox twelve and Z&ndfontein
eighteen for fifteen* &it even where there waa more than one plough per
household there were few tenants who could have had more than one team of
oxen in the field at any one time. For thoae who did not have tha resources
to do their own ploughing Abraham Kokale insisted that it waa usual for their
neighbours to provide assistance* '.. .whenever it waa ploughing time those
who had tha meana would join hands and plough his lands first before they
could plough their own fields'* Bat he added 'Ha only had to supply his own
seed* .43
At this point an ambivalence cornea into Mckale'a testimony. When
ha waa first asked where tha needy were to find seed, ha seemed to be saying
that those who provided help drew tha line at providing seed* 'Ha had to set
to it that he had some' waa his response to the question* It is possible to
read Into Abxvhan Kokale's answer the suggestion that not having seed for
tha next year waa seen* at least by him, aa a major falling in domestic
organisation* When he waa pressed to say why ha would not give seed In tha
same way In which ha would provide milk for tha children of tha needy* his own
labour. THm*i»j and implements for their ploughing. Mokala responded in the
following way:
"...we wanted him to learn to work for himself. It would be tha
same if a long time passes without him buying cattle for himself
although his crops were good. Also if we found that his field
had weeds and he was not removing it. we would not do any ploughing
for him the next season because that person did not want to live like
other people".
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It seemed worth getting greater clarity on *M« matter of tha aeed and when
Abraham Mo kale was Interviewed two years later it appeared at first that he
was reiterating the point he had made previously*
TF: 'Where would he get the seed from when you ploughed for him?
AMt '*• used to tell him that man you have to see to it that you
have aeed1.
Bat then he seemed to modify hla position considerably*
•Aa I have Just told you* people used to sympathise with one another*
That person would get his seed by actually going around to tha people
and we would each give hla some grain in a dish until he had enough to
make seed'. 45
It !• possible that sane of the attitudes which emerge In these
interviews belong to a later period, poooibly even to a time when Abraham
Mokale waa no longer a farmer. But it la just aa lively that the contra-
dictory positions which he appears to have adopted reflected the ambivalence
which an act of beneficence might hare produced In the family carrying it out.
And out of this ambivalence, different individuals and different situations
would have permitted either response at different times. On one occasion
they might have provided seed for destitute households while at the same
time impressing upon then their dependent position. On another occasion the
same set of attitudes might have made It possible to Justify their not
providing this essential assistance.
Although a half share of tha tenant's harvest had to be handed jvex
aa rent to their landlord, many tenants retained part of their remaining
crop - ve hesitate to describe It as their surplus - for other transactions.
In tha main tha Hokales seen to have tranafomed their crops into cash.
Abraham Mbkale remembered his family selling their maize to a local trader
called Sang for what was tha -Tvey low price of 4/- * ^ag. Mokale gave no
date for this transaction but In view of the prices cited at various times
In tha minute books of the Company this appears to be much lower than those
recorded before 1910* On a number of occasions substantially higher prices
were provided both when tha Company bought part of their tenants' crop and
whan they accepted grain aa a contribution towards reducing tenants' loans.
In May 1905 6/6d, waa deducted from tha Company's debts for each bag of
rnaiae handed over by the Estates' tenants. In September 1909 S/- was
allowed while tha next year in July. 7/- vaa given to tenants reducing their
debts with grain. Two months later In September 1910 the Estates Manager
waa given 7/- a bag for grain which tha Company owed him which was not
significantly lower than tha 7/l0d tha Company received when it in turn sold
tha crop. Ilia following year In 1911 when tha African tenanta on tha farm
Falmlatfonteln sold their crop of 4,000 bags of malxe. at 8/- a bag. to the
Company, it la turn committed itself to reselling this crop to Barnato's at
10/- a bag. *
A leas sanguine - but also leaa coherent - pattern emerges from tha more
scattered references to tha tenants' sorghum crops. For seventy-five years
or more EmeUa Molef e continued to be amased by tha exceptionally high prices
received for sorghum in tha first years of her stay on Vaalbank and the
Company minute books confirm that 1905 and 1906 were good years. In 1905
the Company offered to reduce its tenants' debts by accepting 10/- for each
bag of sorghum given to them and the next year 9/6 was permitted. In 1909
this had coma down to 8/- a bag and had fallen to the even lower price of 6/~
in July 1910 which compared very badly with the 15/- received by the Company
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from the sale of its sorghum three months later. Bat to drav any deductions
from these latter transactions ve would have to knov whether or not the
quality of the two lota of sorghum waa similar and whether or not other
factors affecting prices had remained constant. Since we hare no means of
retrieving this information it is difficult to draw any conclusions from
these scattered references to prices. It should be said, however, that
the sorghum prices received by the Company in the years after 1910 varied
from year to year but were reasonably o cms tan t until 1915 when they dropped
dramatically before recovering in the yean 196 - 196 .
TABLE
PRICES RECEIVED
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1918 (Jan)
191S (Deo.)
17*7
FOR SORCHOH
15/-
12/3
U/6
12/-
11/8
6/9
7/9
8/-
7/C*
15/-
16/6
16/-
Prices received by tenants on the Estates were probably higher
than those received on white-owned faros in the surrounding districts* The
Company not only had grains to sell to its coal-mining interests and ita
other enterprises on the Estates but It acted as an alternative to the local
traders as a purchaser of grain. In addition the Company's substantial
crops attracted purchasers from Johannesburg who brought with thea tha
region's market prices. In their time, on the Wessela* farm, the Mokalea
had taken his fodder on the three day journey to the Johannesburg market
with their own horses, mules or donkeys, but a decade latex, with, their
own different orops, such a journey seemed Inappropriate and Instead their
grains ware sold to local traders, Abraham Mokale remembers selling a
harvest to a trader they called Sapplr (Shapiro?) at what became the South
African village of Coalbrook* Vhat stands oat about tha Hokalea1 transactions
with Sappir is that these, unlike many undertaksn by snail fanners at this time,
resulted In the exchange of cash* They sold their crops to Sapplr but made
their purchases - of such goods as blankets, sugar, coffee, salt and cloth -
from a store across tha river from Vaalbank owned by a white trader Vacwn to
thea aa Rapaia Sheleng from his habit of saying to his customers 'gee my *n
paar Sheleng1 (give ma a few shillings). Hapara Sheleng also sold a bread
made from wheat roughage and known as Rant alocl. 'That1, said Abraham
.Mokale, 'waa the only type of bread we had. If you could not get your bread
there, there waa nowhere else to find any'. There were othar sales which the
Mokales transacted with local traders. In December of each year they would
sheer their sheep and sell wool to a trader In RelTbron-
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Whether wool waa an Important part of the Mokale household economy
or not la difficult to say alnce the census which tolls so much about their
arable production haa nothing to say about their ownership of sheep.
Neverthelesa, sheep and wool became an Increasingly Important part of the
economy of the Estatea In the decade after the South African War. It may
be that for some tenants a shortage of family labour encouraged a more
to sheep. In any event there waa a marked increase in the number of sheep
recorded aa being on the Eat*tea between 1903 and 1905* In the 1903
census sheep were not classified separately, but were listed together with
goata* Even ao the combined number of sheep and goats recorded waa -mry
small. White tenants were reported to hare 391 sheep and goats, and moat
of these, 321, were on Transvaal farms. Black tenants bad 549 sheep »n^
goats of which 345 were on ORC farms. In the 1905 register aheep were
Hated on their own and there waa no enumeration of goats. White farmer*
lncreaaed their holdings from 50 aheep and goats to 268 sheep In the two
years between the making of inventories. These 266 aheep were, however,
distributed between fire individuals on flire separate farms while an the
remaining nine faroa the white tenants In occupation did not run aheep at
all. On the other hand the African-owned aheep on the Eatatea lncreaaed
to 1310, a rise of almost a thousand on the combined goat and sheep total
recorded In 1903* (And thla probably understated the increase In aheep since,
aa we hare seen, the Mokales are recorded aa haying no sheep. Abraham Mokale
could, nevertheless, recall the annual sale of wool aa an event of aome
significance). Aa we might have expected the number of African tenants with
a significant number of sheep waa quite small. Only eighteen tenants had more
than 25 animals and their distribution waa uneven* On Rietfontein, the fara
with the largest number of African-owned sheep, 278, their distribution
between households was aa followst 3*6,40,75,26,3,3,15,85 and 22. In
addition there were four tenants who owned no aheep at all* The pattern of
distribution was similar an other farms. For example an Mwcouvlei, where
there were fourteen tenant households, only five owned sheep and ownership
waa spread In this way! 48,56,4t22 and 73. Hh* African smallholders with
the largest number of aheep were the tenants Charles with 134 sheep on
Palmietfanteln, Nicholas with 100 on Rulter, and Jack with 93 on Damplaatsj
all three f&zma being among thoae which grew little or no maize or sorghum*
On the other hand Ridge an Schaapl&ata had the largest flock among the white
tenants with 100 sheep (whatever the reason for Schaaplaats getting its name,
in 1905 Ridge's aheep were the only ones within its substantial boundaries)
and the tenant f^ yberg on Hyverhyd, with 91, had the next largest flock*"
It may have been that the success of African tenants in Increasing
the numbers of their flocks Influenced the Company In its decision to give •
greater part of its energies to raising and improving aheep themselves* This
decision bad been taken by the Board at the end of 1905 because It believed,
probably too pessimistically, that agriculture would soon exhaust the sandy
soils south of the 7aal* The Board began by proposing that It should buy
5,000 aheep for the Eatatea, but after delaying the Implementation of this
decision it made the more modeafcmrrchaae of 2000 « H — l a from the former
Boer commander, General de Wet.'^At much the same time the Company announced
that It would begin the restocking of the Eatatea with well bred Merino aheep*
Simultaneously it announced that it had begun the planting of lucerne to
provide feed for ita stock* It also began the process instructing ita tenants
In the best ways of caring for their sheep* Sheep may have resulted in a
reduction in tie amount of labour required on the Estatea but it probably
brought an incroaae In overall supervision both for its own flocks and for
those run by its tenants. The Company was set on improving ita own stock and
that of ita tenants and to undertake thla improvement it had a three—fold
strategy involving flratly, the importing of new breeding stock, secondly, the
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weeding out of sheep of inferior quality and thirdly, aa will 'become apparent,
the weeding out of tenanta of inferior quality.^*
Even if it had not aet out to transform it a tenantry, the
relationship between the sheep running tenanta and the Batatas management vaa
bound to beooma increasingly fraught. This vaa because of the way in which
the Company required its tenanta to repay their aheep loans and to pay their
rent aa aheep farmers. thlUce the cattle loans which the Company made,
sheep were from the very beginning - with the white tenanta at leaat -
distributed on a half ahare basis. The Company was to claim not only a
half share of the increase, but also a half share of the wool. Moreover,
it claimed ita share of the Increase in atook 1A the more valuable ewea.
The Company also claimed the right to purchase the remaining lamba at a
price which they would establish. Not surprisingly, the tenanta tried to
renegotiate this agreement but without aucceaa. In 1910 the Company
acceded to the tenanta' demand that they also have access to ewea, but it
responded by reducing the price at which it bought lamba from tenanta.
' Although all but two of the tenants refused to sell to the Company, their
situation was untenable since the Company laid claim to tenants* surplus
stock?** The result of the tensions which these claims and counter-claims
produced was the Company*a terminating a very high proportion of tenancies.
In general the turn-over in tenancies held by white fanaera - and we only
have evidence for white farmers - was dramatically high. If we coopers
the 22 names on the 1905 ORC census with a list of tenants' names which
appear on * 1912 Eatatea survey, we find that only one tenant survived the
intervening aeven years. The minute books are littered with references to
casualties aa, one after the other, tenanta were dismissed. In 1906» for
example, the Estatea Manager reported that he had placed 'flocka of three
tenanta in the hands of better men*. At the same time the tenant H« Boiman,
who had recently completed a 'good atone house9 on Palmietfonteia was also
dismissed. Although Bonnan was fTfjnfau^iy allowed to kaep V-* tenancy, this
vas only renewed on condition that he did so without running sheep. There
were other indications that tenanta were extremely vulnerable at this time.
In 1909, when there was a complaint from a neighbouring farmer, Edward
Wallace, that tenanta' aheep which, he alleged, were infected with scab,
had atrayed an to his land. He claimed that the negligent and haphazard
(' shepherding which had allowed this to happen was the result of the overseer
being under notice of dismissal." I. H. Kok's response to this criticism
of one of hid tenanta ahova how severely the Company treated those who were
thought to be dealing Incompetently with their aheep.
"We are doing everything in our power to keep our flocks clean and
are continually rtlacharging tenants who are negligent about their
flocks and X am certain that your Scab Inspector of this District
will bear my statement out. "54
Wallace's perception of the incompetence which had allowed the sheep to go
astray on hia land can be gaged from an earlier complaint which he made to
the Director of Agriculture in the ORC.
"I have been clear (of acab) for this last .one and three quarter years.
When I took over the place was absolutely rotten with diseases. I
have spent a lot of hard work and cash to get this place clean* The
Vereeniging Bstatea. Lewis and Harks adjoin me on two sides. Their
flocks have not been clean, only for short periods during the whole
of my sojourn here which is close on three years. Their flocks are
handled by thaae low clssa Dutch whom I consider to be the worst class
of men to have charge over any stock.**
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Wallace thought that he should claim compensation but from whom?
Aa he noted In hia letter to the Director of Agriculture, 'theae men that are
In charge of the Verean1g-1ng Estates flock have got nothing',
"It la? he continued, "simply Impossible to keep clear of Infection
alongside the class of men vlth their antiquated ideas and their
crude theories. I hear that the Estates bold each of theae men
responsible for the flocica under their charge under a signed
contract. Will It be worth while trying to make them par al l
the damages I hare suffered or muat I grin and bear i t? "55
The demand for greater control over the quality of the wool which
they produced saw the white tenants being forced off the Eatatea, Similarly
the end of the black tenancy syst«n an these farms waa related to the
Coopany'a belief that they oould make more effective use of the land. On
Vaalbank around about 1913, the Mokalea saw the Company ploughing right up to
their homea. The earlier haphazard system of ploughing on the Estates waa
brought to an and," Maa£olwanef Abraham T-fekale claimed, came with hia
own spans of oxen and told *.he tenanta that he would now have hia own people
working for him 57. There waa now a Company overseer on Vaalbank,
a byvooner remembered aa Van Tonder, who 'took over the administration of
ploughing1, Thoae who remained on the farm had to accept Tan Tonder'a
authority and undertake the work he gave them. The Company's oxen, according
to Abraham Mokale, were soon followed by i t s tractors.™
The 1913 land Act waa not directly required by the Vereeniging
Estates - and Lewia and Marks had registered their dissent from the Act -
to bring about changea In productive relationahipa. Those changes seemed
to have emerged from the growing economic power of the landowners* Among
smaller landowners where this economic power waa absent, the old relationships
usually continued even If they were Illegal, It helped small landowners,
however, that under the new conditions the status of tenancy waa denied
to share croppers In the region. During the heyday of share farming on the
Vereeniging Estates a photograph appeared In an African Observer for 1910,
showing the 'Native Tenants' of the Company, Wearing their Sunday beat and
sitting with their arms folded, looking every inch the proud Edwardian
yeomanry^9 That their photograph had been takan and the Company had chosen
to show them off In the space they had purchased from ttiat journal, suggests
yvry strongly that the Company accepted them on their own terma, aa yeoman
farmers. Tin Reagan baa argued that It vaa the status of tenanta that moat
concerned white farmers rather than their economic roles/0 Ve can agree that
there were a number of reasons, not a l l of then Imiedlately economic, which
had led to the reiteration of the old anti-aquatting Xawe, But the effect
waa everywhere to be the same aa, ultimately, economic weakness and low
status came Into line, Aa Abraham Mokale reported:
"we only noticed that things were rfwy^g yhen *» lef t Mangolwane'a
only to find that In al l the farma the boers had,,.wanted to use their
own spans for ploughing and were no more willing to do any share-
cropping but wanted people to work for then aa labour tenanta. We
were now required to work only two dava in a week for ourselves and
the other four daya for the boer". a
Abraham Mokale could remember that hia father had gone to a meeting
in the Hellbron district which had sought to protest against the changea which
had been made, but he remembera l i t t l e of the political activity which the region
saw when the new aysteffl came Into being. He could recall nothing of the ICT7 in
the districts in which the Estates existed. Nevertheless mention of Kadalle's
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name revived memories of the greatest change of all which took place in
those times and brought the independent tenantry to an end.
"During Kadalie's time it was the time when the Government started
changing...,We were at that time required to send our children out
on the farms^to go and work for nothing as long as we stayed on
the farm". 6 2
This paper was written with the help of a ^rant from the Social Science
Research Council.
Peter Delius spent some time looking for the minute books of the
Vereeniging Estates and he and Wendy Furness undertook the arduous
task of photocopying the surviving five volumes. Charles Van 0n3elen
organised the interviewing of Abraham Mokale and he has always been
very generous with information. Charles Van Onselen and Peter Delius
contributed substantially to my understanding of the period. If I
could hold them responsible for this paper I would, but I can't, so I
won't.
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